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MUDY

Put the liquid back into circulation (to preserve the metal components from 
corrosion, add 1% of corrosion inibithor METAL GREEN to the liquid and let 
the system circulate in order to distribute it completely inside it), proceed to 
addition of MUDY in the ratio specified above, possibly with the aid of a 
spring funnel.

DESCRIZIONE

METHOD OF USE

In order to obtain complete protection, it is advisable to proceed with a 
complete cleaning of the system using the specific descaler EKO-NET. 

Mudy is a chemical sludge removal used to prevent the corrosion and 
formation of limestone deposit.

Mudy will also protect the boiler system from frost up to temperatures 
below-20 ° C..

In 100 lt. of water is enough to add 20 lt. of MUDY in the system through the 
expansion vessel or in any easy access point.

Completely non-toxic, Mudy prevents PH values alterations, protecting the 
system and the boiler components usually exposed to costly malfunctions if 
lacking of adequate protection.
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WARNINGS

PACKAGING

Must be applied in compliance with all the 
safety regulations provided for by the laws in 
force, present on the Product Safety Data 
Sheet (MSDS).

Boiling point > 100° C.

Ph  6,5 ± 0,5

Appearance clear liquid

Water solubility soluble

Freezing point < -20° C.

10 lt. tank  25 lt. tank
1 lt. bottle  5 lt. tank

CHEMICAL-PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS

Specific gravity  1,05 kg./lt. approx

Store the product upright, in a dry and well 
ventilated place indoors at a temperature of 
between +5°C and +35°C. in its original 
packaging for up to 12 months.

Odour  inodour

STORAGE AND SHELF-LIFE

ANTI-FREEZING, anti-scale  and corrosion INIBIThor
CHEMICAL dirt separator  suitable for HEATING systems maINTENANCE

products

The information contained in this document is given in good faith based on our current knowledge. It is only an indication and is in no way binding, particularly as 
regards infringement of or prejudice to third party rights through the use of our products. FOUR GROUP S.r.l. guarantees that its products comply with its sales 
specifications. This information must on no account be used as a substitute for necessary prior tests which alone can ensure that a product is suitable for given use. Users 
are responsible for ensuring compliance with local legislation and for obtaining the necessary certifications and authorisations. Users are requested to check that they 
are in possession of the latest version of this document and FOUR GROUP S.r.l. is at their disposal to supply any additional information.


